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A flexible bus route optimization scheduling model that considers the dynamic changes of passenger demand is proposed
to address the large difference in demand for flexible bus passengers and real-time variability. -is model uses the heuristic
algorithm based on gravity model to determine the following: passenger booking; vehicle passenger capacity; team known
conditions such as size, according to the dynamic changes of passenger demand for real-time iterative update shuttle travel
time; vehicle operating costs (vehicle); and time cost for passengers (passengers waiting time for the vehicle, actual time of
arrival, and the difference between expected and actual times of arrival) before minimization as the target. Finally, the
practicabilities of the model and algorithm are verified by an example. Analysis results show that for 102 travel demands of
15 randomly generated demand points, completing all services requires 17–21 vehicles with average travel time of 24.59
minutes each. -e solution time of 100 groups of data is within 25 seconds and the average calculation time is 12.04
seconds. Under the premise of real-time adjustment of connection planning time, this optimization model can thus better
meet the dynamic demand of passengers compared with the current scenario. -e model effectively reduces the planning
path error, shortens the travel distance and passenger travel time, and achieves better results than the flexible bus
scheduling model that ignores changes of connection travel time.

1. Introduction

How to realize optimal scheduling is the main problem faced
by urban public transport operation and management. A
good bus scheduling system can quickly optimize and adjust
the line operation plan according to the travel needs of
passengers. In addition, this system can improve the line
service rate, reduce running time, and reduce travel time cost
of passengers [1–3]. -e traditional bus route optimization
method is mainly designed based on experience, long-term
observation, or IC card data statistical analysis.-e objective
is to extend, shorten, add, or delete certain lines, adjusting to
the optimization and priority that meet the passenger de-
mand of large passenger flow site. -is method is mainly
suitable for fixed-line bus route optimization with long cycle
adjustment [4–7]. -e emergence of flexible buses provides
the possibility for dynamic optimization and adjustment of

routes [7–10]. Vincent et al. [11] proposed a mixed-integer
linear programming model and a variable neighborhood
search to deal with the flexible vehicle and crew scheduling
problem, by solving the problem that urban bus transport
agencies have to assign their resources (vehicles and drivers)
to cover timetables generated at the tactical level. Giorgio
et al. [12] explored the potential contribution that the public
transport agency can make to the emerging mobility as a
service (MaaS) paradigm through the integration of regular
collective transport services with complementary flexible
transport schemes and other forms of shared-use transport.
Nourbakhsh and Ouyang [13] presented an alternative
flexible-route transit system in which each bus is allowed to
travel across a predetermined area to serve passengers,
analyzed the agency and user cost components of this
proposed system in idealized square cities, and sought the
optimum network layout, service area of each bus, and bus
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headway, to minimize the total system cost. Mulley and John
[14] presented a viewpoint through their research that well-
implemented FTS has the potential to revitalise bus-based
public transport services which are traditionally based on
fixed networks with variable geographical coverage and
levels of service. Jenny et al. [15] designed a multicommodity
network flow programming model and obtained exact
routing solutions using Lagrangian relaxation and a dy-
namic programming algorithm. Quadrifoglio and Dessouky
[16] established the mixed-integer programming equation of
system route optimization through analysis of key param-
eters of the flexible bus system. -ey likewise conducted
simulation verification analysis on the system route design
and scheduling problems to correct the model parameters
[17]. Fu et al. [18] used super network to simultaneously
simulate user activities and travel behaviors and then
established a bus route selection model according to user
travel behavior characteristics. Koffman [19] proposed an
intelligent scheduling algorithm for urban public transport
based on multiobjective demands. Tsubouchi [20] used the
minimum spanning tree to find the optimal bus path. Xiong
[21] developed an optimization method of community bus-
subway connection route considering potential demand.
Qian-fei et al. [22, 23] established a hyperpath bus transport
path adjustment model by deducing the expected waiting
time of passengers and the probable number of passengers
on the route. Pan [24] proposed a flexible bus route opti-
mization and scheduling method based on long reservation.
Guo [25] offered a customized bus route optimization se-
lectionmethod based on demand response.-ese studies are
all flexible bus route optimization algorithms established
according to passengers’ reservation needs. However, the
preconditions are that passengers make advance appoint-
ments or assume that passenger needs are known, that is, the
methods are all based on “static demands.” However, travel
often requires short or instant reservation according to
passenger needs. Flexible buses need to calculate the change
of vehicle connection travel time caused by changes
according to the “dynamic demand” of passengers. And
these buses need to adjust routes to achieve dynamic op-
timization. In addition, the flexible bus connection modes in
almost all the research studies mentioned above are in form
of “many-to-one,” that is, multiple flexible stations corre-
sponding to one target station. -e case of multiple flexible
sites corresponding to multiple target sites (the “many-to-
many” pattern) has rarely been studied.

With such consideration, the present study proposes a
flexible bus route optimization scheduling method based
on passenger dynamic demand and the “many-to-many”
pattern. -is method considers dynamic changes of pas-
senger demand and the resulting changes of vehicle con-
nection travel time. A flexible bus route optimization
scheduling model is constructed on the basis of the known
passenger carrying capacity and vehicle fleet size. -en, the
connection trip time is updated in real time according to
the dynamic variation characteristics of passenger demand
and considering the time cost of vehicle operation and
passenger travel.

2. Problem Description and Modeling

2.1. Problem Description. A flexible bus is a demand-based
transportation system that can gather individual passengers’
travel needs and provide personalized transportation ser-
vices. Under the “dynamic real-time” demand mode, which
is the focus of this study, the flexible bus system has high
requirements on algorithm and operation cost control. -e
following assumptions, parameter selection, and modeling
are carried out to establish a reasonable and appropriate
model. Several factors such as passenger demand and op-
erating cost are likewise considered.

2.2. Model Assumptions. -e following assumptions are
proposed, with (1) and (2) as dynamic hypotheses and
(3)–(6) as static hypotheses:

(1) Passenger reservation demand changes dynamically
at each station.

(2) -e travel time between stations is dynamic.
(3) Location of each site is known.
(4) After booking, the time for each passenger to arrive

at the target station is known.
(5) -e service time for passengers to board the train is

constant.
(6) -e passenger-carrying capacity of the transfer ve-

hicle is known.

2.3. Model Parameters. Table 1 shows the definition and
description of the input and decision variables in the model.

2.4. Model Presentation. -e coordination scheduling op-
timization model can be expressed as the following non-
linear programming model.

min 
i∈H∪D


j∈H∪D


k∈K

cijYijk + 
r∈R

ar + 
r∈R


k∈K


t

XrktTt − er( ⎡⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎦.

(1)

Equation (1) is the objective equation, which includes the
minimization of the sum of three factors: (1) travel time of all
vehicles to reduce operating costs; (2) sum of waiting time of
all passengers in each station; and (3) sum of waiting time of
all passengers in the target station. -e latter two are de-
termined to reduce the passenger time cost.


j∈H∪D


k∈K

Yijk ≥ 1, ∀i ∈ H, (2)


j∈H ∪D


k∈K

Yijk ≤V, ∀i ∈ H. (3)

Constraints (2) and (3) indicate that for each demand
point, at least one vehicle service and at most V vehicle
service are available.
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i∈H


k∈K

Yijk ≤V, ∀j ∈ D. (4)

Constraint (4) means that at most V vehicles participate
in the operation.


j∈H∪D

Yijk − 
p∈H

Ypik ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ H, k ∈ K. (5)

Constraint (5) indicates that in addition to the first
demand point of each vehicle service, the number of vehicles
entering should be equal to that leaving to serve the other
demand points.

Uik − Ujk +|H| × Yijk ≤ |H| − 1, ∀i, j ∈ H∪D, k ∈ K.

(6)

Constraint (6) avoids loops in the vehicle path.


i∈H


j∈D

Yijk ≥ 1, ∀k ∈ K, (7)


i∈H


j∈D

Yijk ≤ 0, ∀k ∈ K. (8)

Constraints (7) and (8) ensure that each vehicle delivers
passengers to their final destination.


r∈R


t∈T

Xrkt ≤Qk, ∀k ∈ K. (9)

Constraint (9) ensures that the capacity of each feeder
vehicle does not exceed its rated capacity to ensure the
service level.


k∈K


t∈T

Xrkt � 1, ∀r ∈ R. (10)

Constraint (10) means that any requirement can only be
served by one vehicle.


m∈T/ t{ }

Xskm − 1 − Xrkt( M≤ 0, ∀r, s ∈ R,∀k ∈ K,∀t ∈ T.

(11)

Constraint (11) indicates that a transfer vehicle can only
connect passengers at one departure time of a target station.


r∈R


k∈K


t∈T

Xrkt � N. (12)

Constraint (12) guarantees that all demand served is
equal to the known reservation demand.

Table 1: Model parameter.

Variable Definitions and descriptions Parameter type
H Passenger demand station set Set of integers
D Target station set Set of integers
K Shuttle operation vehicle set Set of integers
R Passenger demand set Set of integers
N Total passenger demand, N≥ 0 Parameters
V Shuttle fleet size, V≥ 0 Parameters
M A large constant Constant

Tt -e tth departure time of the target station Decision
variables

dr Target stations d of passenger demands r
Decision
variables

pr Pickup stationp for passenger demand r
Decision
variables

Tr -e starting time of the target station for passenger demand r
Decision
variables

cij -e travelling time between station i and station j
Decision
variables

Qk -e capacity of shuttle bus k, QK ≥ 0
Decision
variables

Xrkt If shuttle bus kconnects demand rto the target station at time t, Xrkt � 1; otherwise, Xrkt � 0 Decision
variables

Yijk If shuttle bus kselects the link(i, j) as driving path, Yijk � 1; otherwise, Yijk � 0 Decision
variables

ar -e time when the shuttle bus reaches the demand point where the demand r is located Decision
variables

as Travel time of the shuttle bus to reach the required point Decision
variables

er Time of passenger demand rreaches target station Decision
variables

Uik

Auxiliary variable is used to ensure that there is no loop in the driving path of the connecting vehicle K; i

indicates the shuttle bus passing through the station; if shuttle bus k leaves station i, Uik � 0; if shuttle bus k

arrives station i, Uik � 1

Auxiliary
variable
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ar + cprps
− as + Yprpsk

M≤M, ∀r, s ∈ R,∀k ∈ K, (13)

as − ar − cprps
+ Yprpsk

M≤M, ∀r, s ∈ R,∀k ∈ K. (14)

Constraints (13) and (14) indicate that if two stations are
successively served by a transfer vehicle, then the arrival time
of demand in the latter station is equal to the sum of the
arrival time of demand in the previous demand point and
the travel time between the two demand points.

ar + cprj − as + Yprpsk
M≤M, ∀r ∈ R,∀k ∈ K,∀j ∈ D,

(15)

as − ar − cprj + Yprpsk
M≤M, ∀r ∈ R,∀k ∈ K,∀j ∈ D.

(16)

Constraints (15) and (16) indicate that the time for the
passenger to reach the target station at the last demand
station of the connecting vehicle is equal to the sum of the
travel time of the vehicle to reach the demand point and the
travel time between the two demand points.

er ≤ 
k∈K


t∈T

XrktTt, ∀r ∈ R. (17)

Constraint (17) ensures that the vehicle arrives at the
target station no later than the departure time of the target
station.

3. Model Solution

-e flexible bus route optimization scheduling problem for
multiobjective stations is a typical NP-hard problem. As the
problem scale expands, the computation likewise increases
exponentially. -erefore, this kind of problem is usually
solved by heuristic algorithm that can guarantee calculation
speed and accuracy. Inspired by the law of universal grav-
itation, the present study proposes a heuristic algorithm that
first generates the initial solution on the basis of the grav-
itation model. -en, the route is separately improved by the
inter-route and intra-route optimization algorithm to obtain
the final route. Figure 1 is the overall flow of the heuristic
algorithm based on the gravity model and is the overall
description of the following steps 1 to 4.

3.1. Passenger Travel Reservation and Demand Distribution.
First, the passenger travel reservation and demand allocation
are completed according to the following steps.

Step 1: passengers make travel reservations according
to their travel needs. Each passenger transmits his/her
departure station, target station, expected arrival time,
and other information to the travel reservation plat-
form. Considering their dynamic changing character-
istics, passenger demand on reservation platforms and
travel time between connecting vehicle stations are
updated every five minutes.
Step 2: travel reservation platform clusters all passen-
gers according to the target station and expected arrival

time of each passenger according to the principle that
the actual arrival time is not later than the expected
arrival time of passengers.
Step 3: results are generated according to the path in
Sections 2.2 and 2.3. -e arrival time of the transfer
vehicle at each demand point is preliminarily esti-
mated on the basis of several factors, including the
expected arrival time of the transfer vehicle, average
driving speed, position of the passenger demand
point, and number of passengers at each demand
point.
Step 4: the preliminarily estimated time of the con-
necting vehicle arriving at each demand point is sent to
the passengers of the corresponding demand point.
Passenger can choose whether to take the bus or wait
for the connecting vehicle according to the rationality
of its arrival time.

3.2. Generating Initial Vehicle Path Solution on the Basis of the
GravityModel. -e path search problem is transformed into
the iterative problem of the site selection chain, which is
most attractive to the current site based on the gravity model
algorithm. -e gravity between the two sites is defined as
follows.

Fij �
NiNj

c
2
ij

, (18)

where Ni is the number of passengers at station i and cij is the
travel time between station i and station j. -e higher value of
Fij means that the two stations have more passengers and less
travel cost, thus needing priority service. -erefore, station j
should be set as the next station of station I.

Given the rated vehicle carrying capacity, the steps of the
gravity model algorithm to generate the initial path solution
are as follows.

Step 1: determine the vehicle starting point. Initial k� 1.
Randomly select one station with passenger boarding
requirements as the starting point of vehicle k.
Step 2: determine if similar passengers are not serviced.
If so, proceed to Step 3. Otherwise, proceed to Step 5.
Step 3: search for the next site. -e most attractive
station X is that between the current station and that in
the boarding station with similar passengers. Station X
is then added to the route selection chain, and the
number of passengers is calculated after the vehicle
arrives at the station, and the time to arrive at the target
site after joining station X.
Step 4: determine whether the vehicle route is rea-
sonable after joining station X. If the number of pas-
sengers served by the current vehicle does not exceed
the on-board capacity Qk and the time to reach the
target station does not exceed the time required by
passengers, then station X shall be taken as a new
starting point. -us, Step 5 is skipped. Otherwise,
proceed to Step 5.
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Step 5: determine if all classes of passengers are served.
If several passengers are not scheduled, then the next
car should be dispatched, k� k+ 1 and go back to Step
1. Otherwise, all current initial paths are output, and
the initial vehicle path solution generation algorithm
based on the gravity model is completed.

3.3. Vehicle Routing Optimization Based on Station Equilib-
rium and Exchange. -is section introduces the route op-
timization algorithm between and within routes to further
improve the route quality and passenger service level. No-
tably, Steps 1 and 2 of the algorithm belong to inter-vehicle
path optimization. During their execution, multiple feasible
route solutions may be searched. If only the current optimal
set of solutions is saved during the search and Step 3 is
performed, the final route result may not be optimal.
-erefore, the proposed algorithm saves all feasible solution
groups found in Steps 1and 2, and Step 3 is performed for
each feasible solution group. Moreover, the objective
function of all route solution groups is comprehensively
evaluated so as to find the final optimal solution.

Step 1: first, the number of stations between the vehicles
serving the target site and taking the same time to reach
the target site is equalized. Service stations are checked
for any imbalance in this number. If found, then on the
premise of meeting the requirements of vehicle capacity
and time to reach the target site, several vehicle routes
that need to pass through more sites are transferred to
the vehicle routes that need to pass through fewer sites.
-us, reasonable site sequence is arranged.
Step 2: the path between vehicles that serve the target
site and those that need the same amount of time to

reach the target site is optimized. -e main application
between the two routes is the exchange of two sites and
search for better routes. In the process of exchange
optimization, vehicle capacity and time to reach the
target site are guaranteed.
Step 3: route of each car is internally optimized. -e
order of the two stops is exchanged mainly within the
same vehicle route to evaluate whether the objective
function value is reduced. If so, then site order is ex-
changed. Otherwise, this exchange is abandoned. After
a certain number of attempts, the algorithm is termi-
nated and the final route result is output.
Step 4: considering the dynamic variation character-
istics of passenger demand and the variation charac-
teristics of travel time between stations, the
requirements of each station are collected and recal-
culated every five minutes, and Steps 1–3 above are
repeated.

After the above four steps, the objective function of the
route scheduling model can be optimized on the premise of
ensuring that passengers arrive at the target station
according to the expected time. -e entire service time can
be reduced and the route of each vehicle is more reasonable
than before. In addition, the running cost of vehicles and
waiting time of passengers can be reduced while service
quality and efficiency can be improved.

4. Case Analysis

Huilongguan District of Beijing is a densely populated area
of commuters, with large travel demand during peak hours,
and the travel time of travelers with different work nature

Passenger travel booking

Travel booking platform

Cluster the passengers

Preliminary estimation of 
vehicle arrival time

Passenger reservation and demand 
allocation

Initial solution calculation of 
vehicle routing

Determine vehicle departure station

Is there any similar
passenger not served

Search for the next site

Judge whether the vehicle route is 
reasonable a�er joining station X

Are all passengers 
scheduled for service

All initial solutions are output

Vehicle routing optimization

Balanced number of sites

Site view

Balanced transfer of site

Path optimization

Inter-route optimization

Route internal optimization

Site requirement collection and 
recalculation (every 5 minutes)

Yes

NoDeparture station

Target station

Expectation station

Yes

No

Figure 1: Flexible bus route optimization scheduling process responding to dynamic demand.
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Table 2: Constant variables in the case.

Variable Variable name Number of variables Unit
H Number of demand points 15 Unit
D Number of target stations 3 Unit
Q Vehicle rated passenger capacity 7 Person
V Fleet size/vehicle 18 Car
W Expected arrival time/minute 30/40/50 Minute
F Passenger arrival and boarding time/minute 0.5 Minute

Table 3: -e quantity demanded at the initial moment.

Passenger number Departure station Target station Expected arrival time/minute
(a) Passenger demand with target station 1
1 1 1 30
2 1 1 50
3 1 1 50
4 2 1 30
5 2 1 50
6 3 1 30
7 3 1 40
8 4 1 30
9 5 1 30
10 5 1 40
11 5 1 50
12 5 1 50
13 6 1 30
14 6 1 40
15 7 1 30
16 7 1 50
17 7 1 50
18 8 1 30
19 8 1 40
20 9 1 40
21 10 1 40
22 10 1 50
23 11 1 40
24 11 1 50
25 12 1 30
26 12 1 50
27 13 1 30
28 14 1 40
29 14 1 40
30 15 1 40
(b) Passenger demand with target station 2
31 1 2 30
32 1 2 50
33 2 2 30
34 2 2 50
35 3 2 30
36 3 2 40
37 3 2 50
38 4 2 30
39 5 2 30
40 5 2 40
41 5 2 50
42 6 2 30
43 6 2 40
44 6 2 50
45 7 2 30
46 7 2 50
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and commuting distance varies greatly. -erefore, it is
suitable to be used as a case study of demand responsive
flexible public transport model. In order to facilitate the
model analysis, this paper abstracts the Huilongguan re-
gional public transport network and retains the network
topology.

A small network is used as case solution to verify the
accuracy and applicability of the above model. Table 2 shows
the input parameter of the constant variable of a small
network, whereas Table 3 shows the passenger demand of

each station at the initial moment. Table 4 shows the travel
time matrix between stations at the initial time, where H is
the demand point and D is the target station.

Using the heuristic algorithm proposed in this paper to
solve the numerical case of demand at the initial moment
obtains the service path of each vehicle, number of pas-
sengers served, and objective function corresponding to each
path, as shown in Table 5.

-en, with the dynamic change of passenger demand
and travel time between stations, the above path planning

Table 3: Continued.

Passenger number Departure station Target station Expected arrival time/minute
47 8 2 30
48 8 2 40
49 8 2 50
50 9 2 40
51 10 2 40
52 10 2 50
53 11 2 40
54 12 2 30
55 12 2 50
56 12 2 50
57 13 2 30
58 14 2 40
59 15 2 40
60 15 2 40
(c) Passenger demand with target station 3
61 1 3 30
62 1 3 50
63 1 3 50
64 2 3 30
65 2 3 50
66 3 3 30
67 3 3 40
68 4 3 30
69 5 3 30
70 5 3 40
71 5 3 50
72 5 3 50
73 6 3 30
74 6 3 40
75 7 3 30
76 7 3 50
77 8 3 30
78 8 3 40
79 8 3 50
80 9 3 40
21 10 1 40
22 10 1 50
23 11 1 40
24 11 1 50
25 12 1 30
26 12 1 50
27 13 1 30
28 14 1 40
29 14 1 40
30 15 1 40
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results do not meet the current passenger demand and real
situation. -us, new path planning was needed. At this
point, the reservation platform updates the travel time
between the new passenger demand and the connecting
vehicle station after the first five minutes of the summary.
Table 6 shows the quantity demanded within the first five
minutes after the initial moment. Table 7 shows the case
network travel time matrix at the first five minutes. Table 8

shows the vehicle service path results for the first five
minutes.

-en, such platforms are solved again using the method
described in Section 2.2. Figure 2 shows the schematic di-
agram of vehicle routing results.

According to the calculation results in Table 8, Figure 2
shows the network topology of some vehicle driving paths.
As Table 8 has a lot of contents, three groups of routes are

Table 4: Case network travel time matrix at the initial moment.

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11 H12 H13 H14 H15 D1 D2 D3
H1 0 3 6 5 4 5 8 6 9 9 6 3 3 4 8 3 9 9
H2 7 0 6 9 8 3 5 5 4 7 9 3 3 3 6 3 8 7
H3 9 6 0 6 5 8 8 8 3 7 9 4 5 5 5 9 7 9
H4 4 7 6 0 9 7 8 5 5 7 7 4 5 6 8 9 5 6
H5 5 3 8 8 0 5 7 9 5 6 3 8 6 5 8 9 6 5
H6 8 3 5 9 5 0 5 4 5 9 9 8 7 8 6 9 8 3
H7 9 8 4 5 6 8 0 3 4 8 6 8 8 8 5 6 7 6
H8 5 5 5 7 5 6 6 0 6 4 4 9 5 8 5 8 5 6
H9 3 5 8 5 4 5 5 6 0 7 3 6 8 3 3 6 8 3
H10 5 9 9 5 9 4 5 5 5 0 9 9 4 3 5 6 8 7
H11 5 3 7 6 6 7 8 3 3 4 0 7 4 9 6 3 7 9
H12 5 3 9 9 6 6 7 7 9 5 9 0 7 3 5 5 5 4
H13 7 5 7 9 7 8 7 5 3 7 5 7 0 5 5 6 5 5
H14 9 5 6 5 6 4 8 5 8 9 5 9 9 0 6 8 8 9
H15 6 9 6 4 8 8 3 4 5 3 4 5 9 4 0 7 9 6

Table 5: Vehicle service path results for the initial moment.

Passenger
number Vehicle path Number of passengers

served
Expected arrival time/

minute
-e target function value corresponding to

the path
1 5-2-3-12-4-D1 1-1-1-1-1 30 83
2 13-1-7-8-6-D1 1-1-1-1-1 30 92

3 14-3-11-15-10-
D1

2-1-1-1-1 40 123

4 8-5-6-9-D1 1-1-1-1 40 109
5 1-2-10-D1 2-1-1 50 156
6 7-11-12-5-D1 2-1-1-2 50 216

7 5-13-6-3-12-7-
D2

1-1-1-1-1-1 30 102

8 4-1-8-2-D2 1-1-1-1 30 72
9 6-15-3-9-11-D2 1-2-1-1-1 40 130
10 8-14-10-5-D2 1-1-1-1 40 111
11 7-2-6-1-3-D2 1-1-1-1-1 50 163
12 12-8-10-5-D2 2-1-1-1 50 180
13 5-2-12-7-3-D3 1-1-1-1-1 30 85
14 4-8-6-1-13-D3 1-1-1-1-1 30 86

15 15-10-6-9-14-
D3

2-1-1-1-1 40 135

16 3-8-11-5-D3 1-1-1-1 40 113
17 8-10-2-D3 1-1-1 50 125
18 12-5-7-1-D3 2-2-1-2 50 235
Note. -e vehicle path in the table above is represented by the number sequence of the passenger demand points passed by. For example, 5-2-3-12-4-D1
indicates that the vehicle passes through the passenger demand points numbered 5, 2, 3, 12, and 4 in turn and finally arrives at the target station numberedD1.
“Number of passengers served” corresponds to “vehicle path.” For example, in the data in row 5, “vehicle path” is 1-2-10-D1, and number of passengers served
is 2-1-1, which means that the number of passengers served at the passenger demand point with No. 1 is 2, and the number of passengers served at the
passenger demand point Nos. 2 and 10 is 1.
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Table 6: -e quantity demanded within the first 5 minutes.

Passenger number Departure station Target station Expected arrival time/minute
(a) Passenger demand with target station 1
1 1 1 30
2 1 1 50
3 1 1 50
4 2 1 30
5 2 1 50
6 3 1 30
7 3 1 40
8 4 1 30
9 5 1 30
10 5 1 30
11 5 1 30
12 5 1 30
13 5 1 40
14 5 1 50
15 5 1 50
16 6 1 30
17 6 1 40
18 7 1 30
19 7 1 50
20 7 1 50
21 8 1 30
22 8 1 40
23 9 1 40
24 10 1 40
25 10 1 50
26 11 1 40
27 11 1 50
28 12 1 30
29 12 1 50
30 13 1 30
31 14 1 40
32 14 1 40
33 15 1 40
34 15 1 50
(b) Passenger demand with target station 2
35 1 2 30
36 1 2 50
37 2 2 30
38 2 2 50
39 2 2 50
40 3 2 30
41 3 2 40
42 3 2 50
43 4 2 30
44 5 2 30
45 5 2 40
46 5 2 50
47 6 2 30
48 6 2 40
49 6 2 50
50 7 2 30
51 7 2 50
52 8 2 30
53 8 2 40
54 8 2 50
55 9 2 40
56 10 2 40
57 10 2 40
58 10 2 50
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selected and displayed according to the passenger destina-
tion; with D1 as the destination, we show the path 5-2-3-12-
4-D1; withD2 as the destination, we show the paths 5-13-6-3-
12-7-D2; with D3 as the destination, we show the path 8-10-
2-D3.

A total of 102 travel demands of 15 randomly generated
demand points in 100 groups are tested by the model. -e
objective is to further verify the algorithm’s reliability, with

the existing constant variables and the travel time matrix
table of the case network unchanged. Figures 3–5 show the
test results. Under the given conditions, all the 102 travel
demands are completed, the number of vehicles required is
17–21, and the total travel time of 84% vehicles is 552–624
minutes (as shown in Figure 3). Moreover, the average travel
time of each vehicle is 24.59 minutes, indicating that the
travel time of vehicles solved by the heuristic algorithm is

Table 6: Continued.

Passenger number Departure station Target station Expected arrival time/minute
59 11 2 40
60 12 2 30
61 12 2 50
62 12 2 50
63 13 2 30
64 14 2 40
65 15 2 40
66 15 2 40
67 1 3 30
68 1 3 30
(c) Passenger demand with target station 3
69 1 3 50
70 1 3 50
71 2 3 30
72 2 3 40
73 2 3 50
74 3 3 30
75 3 3 40
76 3 3 50
77 4 3 30
78 5 3 30
79 5 3 40
80 5 3 50
81 5 3 50
82 6 3 30
83 6 3 40
84 7 3 30
85 7 3 50
86 8 3 30
87 8 3 40
88 8 3 50
89 9 3 40
90 10 3 40
91 10 3 50
92 11 3 40
93 12 3 30
94 12 3 50
95 12 3 50
96 13 3 30
97 13 3 30
98 14 3 40
99 15 3 40
100 15 3 40
101 15 3 40
102 15 3 40
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Table 7: Case network travel time matrix at the first 5 minutes.

H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11 H12 H13 H14 H15 D1 D2 D3

H1 0 7 8 9 5 7 7 4 9 6 4 3 7 6 5 5 3 3
H2 6 0 3 5 4 9 7 9 3 4 4 3 8 3 7 9 7 9
H3 6 8 0 7 5 4 3 5 8 5 4 8 3 7 8 6 5 3
H4 9 5 7 0 9 3 6 5 5 6 3 8 8 5 5 8 9 4
H5 8 5 8 8 0 6 9 8 9 7 3 3 7 4 6 6 4 3
H6 5 3 4 9 5 0 5 6 6 4 9 5 7 8 9 8 4 7
H7 7 8 4 5 7 8 0 9 5 7 7 8 7 4 5 8 8 3
H8 7 5 6 5 5 5 8 0 3 6 5 4 6 6 5 4 5 8
H9 9 6 5 7 8 8 3 4 0 7 3 4 7 4 5 3 3 3
H10 9 3 9 5 8 6 5 3 6 0 7 4 6 9 8 6 8 6
H11 9 8 4 3 9 9 6 5 7 5 0 3 3 7 3 9 5 7
H12 7 3 3 4 9 4 9 9 7 6 3 0 3 9 9 3 9 9
H13 7 3 5 6 7 4 7 8 3 8 7 8 0 3 7 6 3 5
H14 4 8 6 5 7 7 6 8 5 9 7 8 9 0 4 6 5 8
H15 6 3 9 4 8 4 9 6 7 6 3 3 9 6 0 7 6 5

Table 8: Vehicle service path results for the first 5 minutes.

Passenger
number Vehicle path Number of passengers

served
Expected arrival time/

minute
-e target function value corresponding to

the path
1 5-2-3-12-4-D1 2-1-1-1-1 30 84
2 13-1-7-8-6-5-D1 1-1-1-1-1-2 30 132
3 14-3-11-15-10-D1 2-1-1-1-1 40 123
4 8-5-6-9-D1 1-1-1-1 40 109
5 1-2-10-D1 2-1-1 50 156
6 7-11-15-12-5-D1 2-1-1-1-2 50 259
7 5-13-6-3-12-7-D2 1-1-1-1-1-1 30 102
8 4-1-8-2-D2 1-1-1-1 30 72
9 6-15-3-9-11-D2 1-2-1-1-1 40 130
10 8-14-10-5-10-D2 1-1-1-1-1 40 131
11 7-2-6-1-3-D2 1-1-1-1-1 50 163
12 12-8-10-5-2-D2 2-1-1-1-1 50 191
13 5-2-12-7-3-D3 1-1-1-1-1 30 85
14 4-8-6-1-13-1-D3 1-1-1-1-1-1 30 95
15 15-10-6-9-14-D3 2-1-1-1-1 40 135

16 3-8-15-11-5-13-
2-D3

1-1-2-1-1-1-1 40 175

17 8-10-2-D3 1-1-1 50 125
18 12-5-7-1-3-D3 2-2-1-2-1 50 288

5
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7

86

15

10

9

14

11

D1D2

D3

n Passenger demand pickup point
Destination is the path of D2

Dn Passenger target station
Destination is the path of D1
Destination is the path of D3

Figure 2: -e schematic diagram of vehicle routing results.
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relatively stable. Although the demand distribution is highly
uncertain, stable and reliable results are still generated due to
the high robustness of the model and algorithm. -e total
objective function value remains mostly concentrated be-
tween 2888 and 3146 under the influence of demand changes
(as shown in Figure 4). At the same time, the solution time of
all 100 groups of data is less than 1.6 seconds, and the
calculation time is 1.03 seconds on average (as shown in
Figure 5). -us, the algorithm proposed in this study is
applicable to the actual system and the vehicle path opti-
mization and collaborative scheduling can be completed
within the limited time window of reservation and service
provision.

5. Conclusion

-is study investigates the flexible bus route optimization
scheduling problem. -e proposed model is dynamically
constructed on the basis of passenger needs and “many-to-
many” flexible bus system (i.e., multiple flexible stations
corresponding to multiple target sites). Moreover, the routes
are considered according to the dynamic changes of pas-
senger demand and real-time updated shuttle travel time.
-e routes are established to maximize passenger services,
minimize travel time for all passengers, and minimize op-
erating time for all vehicles. -e example shows that the
flexible bus route optimization scheduling model in
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response to dynamic demand can give more reasonable
route optimization scheme and optimize passenger travel
and vehicle operation cost compared with the model which
ignores the change of passenger demand and takes the
connection travel time as a fixed value.

In addition, we select more parameters in modeling and
consider more factors, such as passenger demand, operating
cost, etc., to make our solution to be nearer to the reality of
the flexible bus system. At the same time, we focus on the
actual travel demand for flexible bus scheduling in Hui-
longguan District of Beijing and establish the flexible bus
scheduling model for multiple flexible stations and multiple
target sites, which has more practicability than the “many-
to-one” (i.e., multiple flexible stations corresponding to one
target site) scheduling model.

For future research, we will select more areas to use our
proposed flexible bus route optimization scheduling
method, and then we will continually evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the model for urban public transport operation
and management and optimize the model and parameters.

Data Availability

-e data used to support the findings of this study are
available from the corresponding author upon request, and
the reader can use MATLAB for verification.
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